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L-4/T-1/CHE Date: 15/01/2017
BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA

L-4/T-1 B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2015-2016

Sub: eRE 403 (Process Control)

Full Marks: 210 Time: 3 Hours

USE SEPARA TE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) For the steam heated tank shown in Figure for Q. 1(a), identify manipulated,

controlled, and disturbance variables. What disturbances are measured for feed forward .

control? How would the control system react to an increase in teed temperature in

order to keep the tank temperature at its set point?

(b) With the help of a block diagram describe the hierarchy of process control

activities.

(c) Apply the initial and final value theorem to the following transfer function.

(5s + 2)e-2s
s(3s + l)(O.2s +1)

(12)

(13)

(10)

2. (a) Describe different types of process models along with their advantages and

disadvantages. (10)

(b) Write down the steps followed during degrees of freedom analysis. (5)

(c) A process has two input streams- stream 1 at mass flow rate WI and stream 2 at

mass flow rate W2. The tank's effluent stream, at flow rate w, discharges through a

fixed value to atmospheric pressure. Pressure drop across the value is proportional to

the flow rate squared. The cross sectional area of the tank, A, is 5m2
, and the mass

density of all streams is 940 kglm3
• (20)
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3. (a) The contents of the stirred tank heating system shown in Figure for Q.3,(a) are

heated at constant rate of Q (BtuIh) using a gas fired heater. The flow rate w (lblh) and

volume V (fe) are constant, but the heat loss to the surroundings QL various with the

wind velocity v (fils) according to the following expressions:

QL = UA (T-Ta)

U (t) = U +bv (t)

(18)

(18)

Where U , A, band Ta are constants. Derive the transfer function between exit

temperature T and wind velocity v. List any additional assumptions that you make.

(b) Draw the response of a second order underdamped process to a step input and .

define the following terms with the help of the diagram, i) rise time, ii) time to first

peak, iii) setting time, iv) overshoot, v) decay ratio, vi) period of oscillation. (5)
(c) A step change from 15 to 31 psi in actual pressure results in the measured response

from a pressure indicating element shown in Figure for Q. 3 (c). Assuming second

order dynamics, calculate all important parameters and write an approximate transfer

function in the form, (12)
R'(s) K

=-----
p'es) 7:

2
S
2 +2~T.S'+1

Where, R' is the instrument output deviation (mm), P' is the actual pressure deviation

(psi).

4. (a) A process consist of an integrating element operating in parallel with a first order

element ( See Figure for Q. 4 (a).

(i) What is the order of the overall transfer function?

G(s) = yes)
U(s)

(ii) What is the gain ofG(s)?

(iii) What are the poles of G(s)? Where are they located in complex s-plane?

(iv) What are the zeros of G(s)? Where are they located? Under What condition

(s) will one or more of the zeros be located in the right half plane zero?

(v) Understand conditions, will this process exhibit a right half plane zero?

(vi) For a!1Yinput change, what function of time (response modes) will be

included in the response, yet)?

(vii) Is the output bounded for any bounded input change, for example, u(t)=M?

(b) For unit step change the output is shown in Figure for Q. 4(b), estimate the

following models using graphical methods: (17)
(i) First order plus time delay.

(ii) Second order using Smith's method. Plot the two responses on the same

graph.

Contd P13
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SECTION-B.

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE

5. (a) What is a DCS? Compare briefly DCS and PLC. (5)

(b) Distinguish between a transducer and a transmitter. (5)

(c) If a system having a first-order transfer function with gain K and time constant r is

forced with a sinusoidal input signal x(t) = A sinerot), find the output response of the

system. What can be inferred from it? Given, Laplace transform of sinerot) is ro/S2+ro2 (20)

(d) Draw the Bode diagram of a time delay process. (5)

6. (a) What are the lag-dominant processes? Describe modified tuning methods for

designing PI controllers for such processes. (8)

(b) Write down the Bode stability criterion? What are the advantages of the Bode

stability criterion over the Routh stability criterion? (5)

(c) Figure 6.1 and 6.2 represent examples of self-regulating process and integrating

process, respectively. Using first-principle modeling technique, derive the transfer

function between the liquid level and the second input flow rate, q2 for both cases.

Show mathematically that a P controller cannot eliminate a step-input in disturbance

change (q2) for the process in Figure 6.1 while it can eliminate for the process in

Figure 6.2.

II

hn~--~---

Figure 6.1:.Self-regulating Process Figure 6.2: Integrating Process

7. (a) Figure 7(a) shows a Nyquist plot of a control system. Determine the gain margin

and phase margin of the system. How much additional delay can the system tolerate

before it become unstable?
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Figure 7(a): Nyquist plot of a control system ..

(b) A control valve is to be installed in the flare stack line of an ammonia tank for the
purpose of controlling the pressure of the ammonia tank. Whether you will choose an
air-to-open (AlO) or an air-to-close (A/C) valve for this work. Give reasons for your

m~~ W
(c) Starting from the continuous form of the Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID)
controller, derive the velocity form of the PID controller in discrete or digital fonn.

What are advmtages of velocity form over the position form of the PID controller? (10)
(d) Write down five performance criteria for a feedback controller. (5)

8. (a) Describe the concept of cascade control and auctioneering control using a proper

example for each case.

(b) For Figure 8(b), derive the closed loop response relation between Y and Ysp'

D
Controller Process

Ysp E G* P Y
+ c G

(8)
(22)

-Y
Internal m.odel

Fig 8(b): Figure for Q 8(b)

For Gc * =Ke, G = 2__ and G =__ 1_
(5s +1)(6s +1) (5s +1)

using Routh array, find the maximum values ofKe for which the system remains stable.

(c) Sketch a 3-element or combined feedback-feedforward control system for

controlling boiler drum level. (5)

------------~--------~--------
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SECTION -A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) The purchased equipment cost of an ordinary chemical processing plant is $800

million. The followings are applicable to the plant to be constructed on own land- (18)

(i) The sensitive nature of the process would require heavy structures and

protection.

(ii) Instrumentation is very low

(iii) Engineering costs are high

(iv) Legal costs to be covered by the company's own existing legal department

Under these conditions, estimate the (i) Direct Costs, (ii) Indirect Costs and (iii) Total

Capital Investment. (All cost components must be shown and DO NOT assume Fixed-

Capital Investment.)

(b) A Glycol plant of size 25,000 Tons/yr is to be constructed. What will be the

investment cost in 2017, if the Cost Indexes increase by 2% per year? (Table supplied) (8)

(c) The purchased cost of a 1.1m3, glass-lined jacketed kettle was $15,000 in 1989.

Estimate the cost of a similar 2.5 m3
, glass-lined jacketed kettle in 2000. Update the

cost to 2016 by assuming that the cost index changes at the same rate as inflation,

which is 3.25% per year. (9)

2. (a) A continuous evaporator is being used to concentrate a scale-forming solution of

sodium sulfate in water. The overall coefficient of heat transfer decreases according to (22)

u.2 = 6.88* 10-5 fh + 0.186

Where U = overall coefficient of heat transfer (KJ/S)/(m2.K) and () 6 = time in

operation, S. The only factor which affects the overall coefficient is the scale

formation. The liquid enters the evaporator at boiling point, and the temperature and

heat of vaporization are constant. At the operating conditions, 2300 KJ is required to

vaporize 1 KJ of water, the heat transfer area is 40 m2, and the temperature difference

driving force is 38° C. The time required to shutdown, clean and get back on stream is

4h for each shutdown, and the total cost of this cleaning operation is $95 per cycle. The

.,
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SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE

5. Universal Power Ltd needs to design a heat transfer equipment for cooling one of the

product 400API oil which comes from distillation column at 300 of. Their production

capacity is 3.2 x 105 lb/day based on 8 hour of operation time per day. You need to

cool the product stream to 100 of by using cooling water of 85 of, pumping at a rate of

2 x 105 Ib/hr. Pressure drop allowance is 10 psi for both stream and dirt factor of each

stream is 0.002. You may assume a 2-4 shell and tube heat exchanger and can assume

overall heat transfer coefficient from the range for organic-water system of 80-120

Btu/hr.ft2.oF. Table and Graph for required data is attached; assume suitable values if

you need additional data.

Shell side: 25% vertically cut baffle, Baffle spacing 8 inch.

Tube side: .% inch OD, 16 BWG, 16 ft long, 1 inch square pitch.

Physical properties for oil at average temperature:

Viscosity = 2.58 Ib/ft.hr

Thermal conductivity = 0.085 BTU/hr.ft2.oF

Specific heat capacity = 0.58 BTU/ lb. OF

Physical properties for water at average temperature:

Viscosity = 1.57 Ib/ft.hr

Thermal conductivity = 0.078 BTU/hr.ft.oF

Specific heat capacity = 1 BTU/ lb. OF

(a) Decide tube and shell side fluids and explain the reason of your decision. (3)

(b) Find the required surface area, number of tubes and shell ID. (10)

(c) Check if the velocity of tube side flow is in the acceptable range or not? (5)

(d) Check the heat exchanger is suitable for this use or not? (12)

(e) Calculate the % of overdesign. What is the loss due to overdesign? Is it acceptable? (5)

(6)

(8)

6. (a) What should be your considerations while designing a piping system?

(b) List the stresses that you would consider while designing a large and tall packed

column during hydraulic test. (5)

(c) Explain the factors that influence plate and column efficiency. (6)
(d) Discuss different properties of ferrous metals and alloys as construction materials

of process equipment. (10)
(e) Liquid chlorine is to be transferred from a chlorine storage tank by pressurizing

with dry chlorine gas. What materials of construction should be selected for this

transfer process? What corrosion effect may be anticipated? How might they be

minimized?

Contd P/4
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labour costs during operation of the evaporator are $22 per hour. Determine the total

time per cycle for minimum total cost for an overall average of 33,500 kg of water per

24-h day must be evaporated during each 30-day period.

(b) For three key elements (S, N and anyone of the halogens) give in tabular form two

(2) pollutants each and their sources. (8)

(c) Write down 5 (five) things that members of American Institute of Chemical

Engineers must do to uphold "Engineering Ethics in Design." (5)

(20)

3. (a) A catalytic process uses a catalyst which must be regenerated periodically because

of reduction in conversion efficiency. The cost for one regeneration is constant at $800.

This figure includes all shutdown and start-up costs as well as the cost for the actual

regeneration. The feed rate to the reactor is maintained constant at 70 kg/day, and the

cost for the feed material is $5.50 per kilogram. The daily costs for operation are $ 300,

and the fixed charges plus general overhead costs are $ 100,000 per year. Tests on the

catalyst show that the yield of product as kilograms of product per kilogram of feed

during the first day of operation with the regenerated catalyst is 0.87, and the yield

decreases as 0.87/ e D0.25, where e D is the time in operation expressed in days. The time

necessary to shut down the unit, replace the catalyst, and start-up the unit is negligible.

The value of the product is $ 31 per kilogram, and the plant operates 300 days/yr.

Assuming no costs are involved other than those mentioned, what is the maximum

annual profit that can be obtained under these conditions?

(b) What do you understand by (i) Thermal pollution Control and (ii) Noise Control?

Write briefly on these. (8)

(c) What is process license? How does it impact plant design? Give two examples to

illustrate your answer. (7)

4. (a) In Bhopal disaster (1984) 25 tons of toxic MIC vapor were released and spread to

the adjacent town killing over 2000 civilians and injuring 20,000 more. Discuss how

failure of several safety systems led to the accident.

(b) A storage tank of flammable liquid blanketed with nitrogen is shown in figure for

Question No. 4 (b). Nitrogen blanket is used to prevent formation of air/hydrocarbon

mixture that may led to explosion. Carry out a HAZOP study around the storage tank

to find out ways of loss of nitrogen inside the tank and make recommendations. (Note:

prepare your own HAZOP table).

Contd P/3
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7. (a) A distillation column is separating a feed that is 50 mol% n-hexane and 50 mol% n-

heptane. Feed is a saturated liquid. Average column pressure is 1 atm. Distillate

composition is XD• = 0.99 (mole fraction of n-hexane) and XB = 0.001. Feed rate is

1000 lb moles/hr. Internal reflux ratio 7<r = 0.8. The column has a total reboiler and a

total condenser. Determine t~~_diameter and packing height of the column if random

packing is used. Physical properties of pure n- hexane at 69°C are given below: (35)

Liquid specific gravity = 0.69

Surface tension a = 13.2 dynes/em

Saturated vapor density = 0.1917 lb/ft3.

Relative volatility a = 2.5

Following design equations are also provided:

Vmf = 0.38 (!!.-)0.2 (PI- :.-Pv J0.5
20 Pv'

For random packing

for D::::;;0.5m
for D >0.5m
for absorption column with D > 0.5m

8. (a) Write general design concepts for separation by adsorption.

(b) It is required to pump cooling water from a storage pond to a condenser in a process

plant situated 10 m above the level of the pond. 200 m of 74.2 mm ID pipe is available

and pump has the characteristics given below. The head lost in the condenser is

equivalent to 16 velocity heads based on the flow in the 74.2 mm pipe. If the friction

factor f = 0.003, estimate the rate of flow and power to be supplied to the pump

assuming an efficiency of 50 percent.

Discharge (m3/s) 0.0028 0.0039 0.0050 0.0056 0.0059

Head developed (m) 23.2 21.3 18.9 15.2 11.0

Assume reasonable value for any missing data.

(10)

(25)
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Swift all-indLl.~try and process-industry equipment int1exes,t the Engineering News'"
Record construction index, t the Nelson-Farrar refinery construction index,~ and the
Chemical Engineering plant cost index.~ Table 6-2 presents a list of values fOor various

typ'" qf index •• 0'" the p",tl5 yeMS,' .

i
!

1987 814 830 4406 956 410 1121.5 324

1988 852 859.3 4519 980 421 1164.5 343

1989 895 905.6 4615 1.001 430 1.195.9 355

1990 915.1 929.3 4732 1026 441 1225.7 . 357.6

1991 930.6 949.9 4835 1049 450 1252.9 36l.3

1992 943.1 957.9 4985. . 1081 464 1277.3 . 358.2

1993 964.2 971.4 5210 1130 485 1310.8 359.2

1994 993.4 992.8 5408 1173 504 1349.7 368.1

1995 1027.5 1029.0 5471 1187 509 1392.1 381.1

1996 1039.1 1048.5 .5620 1219 523 1418.9 381.7

1997 1056.8 1063.7 5825 1264 542 1449.2 386.5

1998 1061.9 1077.1 5920 1284 551 1477.6 389.5

1999 1068.3 1081.9 6060 1315 564 1497.2 390.6

2000 1089.0 1097.7 6221 1350 579 1542.7 394.1

2001 1093.9 1106.9 6342 1376 591 1579.7 394.3 .

2002 1102.5* 1116.9~ 6490* . 1408~ 604* 1599.21 390.4U

'All em' ,_'" i' <hi.,~, "'" " m, ", •••w-Hinw""" =b''''' 00 •••• ,,~ ,~ ,~,., '002, "",,'" from"" C,•• ,"
E,.i~-' i,do<,",'" """~'" ••• ,"',. Th, w.",i. p«W"~ '" _""",,, ••• """'''' =, "I.'oo"'i", ,,, "m,po'"~
i,;J=' ,•••,_,ed " ,ho"" . .
IProjecled.' .

A'..

~Calculaled with revised index; see Chent. Eng., 109: 62 (2002).

r.

.~ j

Nitrogen

40 pSI1

Storage Tank

•. ... .. .• ..
>:- :-:-:- . L 1 quid

'" •• •• •• ..",oJ ••• - .•• ••• .,," .• ' ".... ••• ~.. • "-..... - ... - .

.......... - . .•............ - : . : 0: ' " .
: -:.: -,:.: o' • '.' .' .0. -0' : .:- : .:-: - : ..:. :;: . :'
• ' .•.•. '. H Y d rae a rb on . o' ••••• "0 <, .. - .•. ..' .. .. .. .••. ... .

. Figure for Question No.4 (b)
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0.79
0.76
0.40
0.54
0.44
1.17
0.60
0.44
0.27
0.31
0.69
0.99
034
0.33
0.54
0.56
0.49
0.57
0.49
0.62
1.20
0.86

0.69

:,Ci,;\~~~?W~I~~~1
0.49
0.59
0.67
0.37

1.4-7.1 m3 (50-250 ft3)
0.5-4.7 m3/s (103_104 ft3/rnin)
7.5-75 kW (10-102 hp) drive
15-200 m3 (500-7000 ft3)

0.005-0.19 m3 (10-400 ft3/min)

0.05-0.5 m3/s (102_103 ft3/min)
1-10 m2 (10-102 ft2)
1-10 m2 (10_102 ft2)
10-1000 m2 (102-:104 ft2)
'0.5-5 m3/s (103-104 ft3/min)
10-35 m3/s (2x 104-7 x 104 ft3/rnin)
1O--40m2(100-400 ft2)
10-40 m2 (100-400 ft2).
1-'3 m3 (250-800 gal)
0.8-3 m3 (200-800 gal)
4--15 kW (5-20 hp)
15-150 kW (20-200 hp)
Ix 10--4-6 x 10-3 m3/s (2-100 gpm)
4-40 m3/s.kJ'a (104"':'105 gpm.psi)
0.2-2.2 m3 (50-600 gal)
0.4-4.0 m3 (102':'103gal) .
1.5-7 m3 (50-250 ftl) .

0.4-40 m3 (102_104 gal)
0.4-4.0 m3 (102-103 gal)
5x 102-106 kg (103-2 x 1061b)
}-3 m (3-10 It) diameter
1...3 m (3-10 ft) diameter

====- -",.-:=.:::--:...:- .=--'-C.. :.c:::.. :::..==.===-----: •••••••-•.•.••.....••••.iiii =;r--.•.•.••..;-••'~ ...•.~'-"- .••.' ..•-=--._ •...':..:~.=:-.- ---.-::--..--..--..--.-=.:, - _- ..- .
::::::-=--J:::? ;;;--

Typical exponents for equipment cost as a function of capacity

llf#\~f{r'S'.
Blender,double cone rolary, carbon steel (c.s.)

dRawer, centrifugal
~:i;;entrifuge,solid bowl, c.s.
?Ctystallizer, vacuum batch, c.s.
;~~6:iinp'ressor,reciprocating, air.cooled, two-stage,

_... i,-i035.kPa dischaJge .
{~~(J<:ompressor, rotary, single-stage, sliding vane,
',YJ,;;-:t035-kPadischarge

1~;{~!;~~:~:~~:::~~:~::::~;leriC
'f,":":"Evaporator(installed), horizontal tank
";Pan, cenuifugal
>.~,:",
" ;', . Fan, centrifugal

••'Heat exchanger, shell-and-tube, floating head, c.s.
/:. Heat exchanger, shell-and-tube, fixed sheet, c.s:

Kettle, cast-iron, jacketed
-" Kettle, glass-lined, jacketed

Motor, squinel cage, induction, 440-V, ex.plosion.proof
Motor, squirrel cage, induction, 440-V, explosion-proof
Pump,reciprocating, horizontal cast-iron (includes motor)
Pump, centrifugai, horizontal, cast .steel (includes motor)

.;'.',' .' Reactor, glass-lined, jacketed (without drive)
Reactor, stainless s.teel, 2070-kPa
Separator, centrifugal, c.s.
'Tank, flat head, c.s.
Tank, c.s., glass-lined
Tower, c.s.
Tray, bubble cap, e.s.
Tray, sieve, c.s .

. Estima'(ion of capital investment cost (showing individual components)

m.
IV.
V.

Tii~percentages indicated in the following summary of the various costs constituting the capital investment are approximations
",ppiicaol

c
to ordinary chemical processing plants. It should be realized that the values given vary depe,(Jing on many factors,

..".". as plant location. type of process. and complexity o/instrumentation .
.Direct costs = material and labor involved in actual installation of complete facility (65'-85% of fixed-capital

investment) . .
. ,A. Equipment + installation + instrumentation + piping + electrical + insulation + painting (50-60% of fixed-

capital investment) • . .
1. Purchased equipment (15-40% of fix.ed-capital investment)
2. Installation, including insulation and painting (25-55% of purchased-equipment cost)
3. Instrumentation and controls, installed (8-50% of purchased-equipment cost)
4. Piping, installed (10-80% of purchased. equipment cost).,
5. Electrical, installed (10--40% of purchased-equipment cost)

B. Buildings, process, and auxiliary (10-70% of purchased-equipment cost)
C. Service facilities and yard improvements (40-100% of purchased-equipment cost)
D. Land (1-2% of fixed. capital investment or 4-8% of purchased-equipment cost)
Indirect costs = expenses wiUch are not directly involved with material and labor of actual installation of com-

plete facility (15-35% affixed-capital investment)
A. Engineering and supervision (5-30% of direct costs)
B. Legal expenses (1-3% of fixed. capital investment)
C. Construction expense and contractor's fee (10-20% of fixed.capital investment)
D. Contingency (5-15% affixed-capital investment)
Fixed-capital investment = direct costs + indirect costs
Working capital (10-20% of total capital investment)
Total carital investment = fixed-capital'irivesrment + working capital
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n
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0.00
038
O~
o.m
O~
O~
o.m
O~
O~
0.58

0.68
0.45
0.53
0.65
OAO
OA5
0.83
0.78
0.55
0.75
0.68
0.60
0.60
0.60
0.65
0.70
0.65
0.70

Power factor x*
forspecifiedc ,

process planf' .'

')1-.)
31
19
19
6

38
23
3.5

34
6

8
33
29
6

48
33
16
59
19
18
10
IS
8
4
19
4
4-
10

.Typical plant size

103 kg/yr (l03 tonlyr)
9xl03(10)
9 x 104 (loi)')
9 x 104 (l00)
9 x 104 (100)

4.5 x 104 (50l
4.5 x 104 (SOl
4.5 X 104 (50)
4.5 x 104 (.50l
9 x 10: (10)

4.5 x 103 (5)
9 x 103 (l0l

5.5 x 104(60)
9 x 104 (] 001

4.5 x 103 (5) .
4.5 x 103 (5)
9 x 103 (10)
9 x 104 (lOm

5.5 x 104 (60)'

103 m3/day (103 bbl/day)
1.6 (10)
1.6 (l0)
1.6 (10)
1.6 (10)
1.6(10)
16(100)
16 (100)
1.6 (10)
1.6 (10)
1.6 (10)

Catalytic
Thermal
Thermal
Catalytic
Thelmal
65% vaporized
65% vaporized
Catalytic desulfurization
Catalytic
Catalytic

CH30H and CO-catalytic
Propylene-copper chlOlide catalyst
Steam reforming
Ammonia and nitric acid
Propylene, CO. and H20--catalytic
Electrolysis of NaCI
Refinery gases
Ethylene--catalytic
Methanol--catalytic
Ethylene and chlorine
Hydrogen fluoride and H20
CO2, natural gas, and steam
Ammonia-catalytic
Calcium phosphate and H2S0~
Ethylene--catalytic
Refinery gases
Sulfur--contact catalytic
Ammonia and CO2

Capital cost data for chemical and petroleum processing plants (2000)t

Alkylation (H2S04)
Coking (delayed)
Coking (fluid)
Cracking (fluid)
Cracking
Distillation (atm.)
Distillation (vac.)
Hydrotreating
Reforming
Polymerization

(

Acetic acid
Acetone
Ammonia
Ammonium nitrate
Butanol
Chlorine
Ethylene
Ethylene oxide
Formaldehyde (37%)
Glycol
Hydrofluoric acid
Methanol
Nitric acid (high-strength)
Phosphoric acid
Polyethylene (high-density)
Propylene
Sulfuric acid
Urea

tAdapted from K. M. Guthrie. Chell!. Eng .. 77(13): 140 ([970); and K. M. Guthrie. Process Plallt Estimating, Emillatioll. al1d Comrol. Craftsman Book Company of
America. Solana Beach. CA, 1974. See also 1. E. Raselbarth. ClJem. £l1g., 74(25): 214 ([967). and D. E. Drayer. Petro. Clzel11. £l1g .. 42(5): 10 ([970).
tThese power factors apply within roughly a 3-foJd ratio extending either way from the plant size as given.
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APPENDIX OF CAI..cULATlON DATA

TABLE 9. TUBFABEET LATOtr1'8 ('rUBE COUNTS)

Square Pitch

, II
..; Ii,

,./,

:.';<
i'

~, in.OD tubeson I-in.squarepitch 1 in.OD tubeson 1H-in. square-pitch
-- ~1~1~~ 2-P I 4-PShell 8-P Shell 1-P 6-P 8-P
10, in. ID, in.
---- - - ------

8 32 26 ~\ ~
8 21 16 14

10 52 52 40 36 10 32 32 26 24
12 81 76 68 68 60 12 48 45 40 38 36
13Y4 97 90 82 76 70 13H 61 56 52 • 48 44.
15),. 137 124 116 I 108 lOS 15~~ 81 76 68 68 64.
In~ 177 166 158 150 14.2 17~ \ 112 112 96 90 82
19;~ 224 220 204 192 188 19~ 138 132 128 122 116
21~ 277 270 246 24.0 234. 21J{ 177 166 158 152 148
2m 341 324 308 302 292 23~ 213 208 192 184 184
25 413 - 3N' 370 356 346 25 260 252 238 226 222
27 481 460 432 4-20_ ;-.408 27 300 288 278 ~68 260
29 553 526 480468 I 456 29 3U 326 300 ~9-l 286
31 65'; 640 600 I 580 560 31 400 398 3801 368 358
~3 749 718 688' 676 I64S 33 465 460 4321420 4H
35 8451824 780 1766 I 748 35 522 518 488., 484 47~
37 I 934 914 886. 866, sa8 37 596 574 562 ! 5-t-l 532
39 1104£ jl024 982\ 968 I 94.8 39 I 665 I 644 I 624 I 612 I 600

13',in.OD tubeson 1;f6.in.squar~pitch 1){ in.OD tubes:onl~.in. squarl3pitch

10 16 ~2 10
16\1612 30 24 22 12 16 16 12 12

133~ 32 30 30 221 Z2 13H 22 22 16 16
15~ 44 40 37 351 31 ISH 29 29 25 2-l 22
17H 56 53 51 48 44 17;'-, 39 39 34. 32 29
19~ 78 73 ;: 6-lI 56 19~~ 50 48 45 43 39
21Y,( 96 90 86 82. 78 21~ 62 60 57 54 50
23~ 127 112 106\ 102 96.. 23;~ 78 74 70 66 62
25 140 135 127 123: 115 25 !lol 90 86 84 78
27 166 160 151 i 146114.0 27 112 108 102 98 94.
29 193 188 178 174 166 29 131 127 120 116 112
31 226 220 209 202 193 31 151 146 141 138 131
33 258 2-') 2-t4 238 1226 33 176 170 164 160 151;)-
35 293 2S7 275 26S 258 35 202 196_ 188 182 176
37 334 322 311 3Ool1293 37 224 220 217 210 202
39 370 362 3ol8 34.2 336 39 252 246 237 230 224

.
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I APPENDIX OF CALCULATION DATA

TABLE 10. HEAT ExC1lANGER AND CoNDENSER TUllE DATA

843 ,

i
I
I

j

I
j.
j
j
I

I

j
I

I

Wall Flow area Surface per lin ft, ft" WeightTube BWG thick- 10, in. per tube. per lin fl,OD,in. ness, in. in.1 1bsleel
Outside Inside

---1--:
I' 12 . 0.109 0.282 0.0625 0.1309 0.OH8 0.03.'2

14 ; 0.083 0.334 0.0876 'O.vf,;4 0.403
16 0.065 0.370 0.1076 O.09till 0.329
18 0.049 0~402 0.127 0.1052 0.258
20 ! 0.035 0.430 0.145 0.1125 . (\.190

I
" 10 0.134 I 0.482 0.182 0.1963 0.1263 0.965" I 11 i 0.120 0.510 0.204 0.1335 0.884

12 i 0.109 0.532 0.223 0.1393 0.817

I
13 0.095 0.560 0.247 0.1466 0.727
14 I 0.083 0.584 0.268 0.1529 0.647
15 t 0.072 0.606 0.289 0.1587 0.571
16 i 0.065 Ci.62O 0.302 0.1623 0.520I 17 I 0.058', 0.634 .,,0.314 0.1660 0.469I

18 0.049 0.652 -~.:.-~ 0.1707 0.401

1 8 0.165 0.670 0.355 0.2618 O.litH 1.61
9 0.148 0.704 0.389 0.15-13 1.47
10 0.1301 0.732 0.421 0.1916 1.36
II 0.120 0.760

~
0.1990 1.23

12 0.109 0.782 i 0.2048 1.14

! 13 ; 0.095 0.810 0.515. 0.2121 1.00
14 0.083 0.834 0.546 I 0.2183 0.890

I 15 0.072 0.856 0.576 I ,0.2241 0.781
16 0.065 0.870 0.594 0.2277 0.710

I 17 r 0.058 0.884 0.613 0.2314 0.639, 18
I
0.049 0.902 0.639 0.2361 0.545

!
IV 8 I 0.165 0.920 0.665 0.3271 0.2409 2.09
" !\I 0.148 0.954 0.714 0.2498 1.91

10 I 0.134 0.982 0.757 0.2572 I. 75
11 I 0.120 1.01 0.800 0.2544 1.58
12 0.109 1.03 0.836 0.2701 1.45
13 0.095 1.06 0.884 0.2775 1.28
14 0.083 1.08 0.923 0.2839 1.13
15 0.072 1.11 0.960 0.2896 0.991
16 0.065 1.12 0.985 0.2932 0.900
17 0.058 1.13 1.01 0.2969 0.808
18 0.049 1.15 1.001 0.3015 0.688

In 8 I 0.165 1.17 1.075 0.3925 0.3063 2.57
9 , 0.148 1.20 1.14 0.3152 2.34
10 0.134 1.23 1.19 0.3225 2.14
11 0.120 1.26 1.25 0.3299 1.98
12 0.109 1.28 1.29 0.3356 1.77
13 0.095 1.31 1.35 0.3430 1.56
14 '0.0,1\3 1.33 1":~ 0.3-192 1.37
15 0.072 1.36 1.44 0.3555 1.20
16 0.065 1.37 1.47 0.3587 1.09
17 0.058 1.38 1.50 0.3623 0.978
18 0.049 1.40 1.54 0.3670 0.831
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L-4/T-1ICHE Date: 25/0112017
BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA

L-4/T -1 B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2015-2016

Sub: CHE 491 (Natural Gas Engineering)

Full Marks: 210 Time: 3 Hours
USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION .

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Name different components of a Producing Well.

(b) Describe the functions of the following Well head components:
(i) Master Valve
(ii) Swab Valve
(iii) Kill Wing

(c) Describe the functions of Separator sensors LLC and PC.

(d) Determine the Size of a Vertical separator for the following conditions:

Gas flow rate: 7 MMscfd at 0.6 specific gravity
Oil flow rate: 1,000 BOPD at 40° API
Operating pressure: 900 psia
Operating temperature: 60°F

Droplet size removal: 140 microns
Retention time: 3 minutes

(3)
(6)

(3)
(23)

Co:
Gas Compressibility:
Gas Viscosity:

0.854
0.84
0.013 cp

2. (a) What is LTS? Elaborate its classification and do a comparative analysis between

them. (2+2+3)
(b) Do a comparative analysis between MEA and DEA as solvent for Amine process. (5)
(c) To design an Amine process for Gas sweetening using DEA as solvent below

information is available: (10+ 10+3)
Qg = 100 MMscfd
S.G= 0.6
H2S inlet = 10 ppm
H2S outlet = 4 ppm
CO2 inlet = 4%
C02 outlet = 2%
Co = 0.689
Droplet diameter = 140 micron
Gas Compressibility factor = 0.84
P = 1000 psig

T = lOO°F
(i) Determine DEA circulation rate using 35% DEA and an acid gas loading of

0.5 mole acid gas/mole DEA.
(ii) Determine preliminary height and diameter of DEA contact tower.

(iii) Calculate approximate rebQiler duty with 250°F reboiler temperature.
Contd P/2
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3. (a) Write down a short note on LNG. Describe its process for Storage and

Regasification.

(b) Describe the J-T process for NGL recovery with an example schematic diagram.

(c) What is Stage separation? Draw a typical flow diagram of Four Stage separation

process. What are the circumstances for using this process?

(d) Write down the functions of the following Vessel internals

(i) Vortex Breaker

(ii) De-foaming Plates

(iii) Mist extractor

(e) Write down short notes on Liquid Carryover, Gas blowby and Liquid slugs which

might occur inside a Separator.

4. (a) For the following data given for a horizontal pipeline, predict gas flow rate in fe/hr

through the pipeline by applying

(i) Weymouth Equation with trial and error method

(ii) Modified Weymouth Equation

Given:

Diameter of pipeline = 16 in

Length = 190 miles

Average temperature = 80°F

Specific gravity of gas = 0.63

Upstream pressure =1050 psia

Downstream pressure = 430 psia

Standard temperature = 60°F

Standard pressure = 14.7 psia

Average gas compressibility factor = 0.8533

(3+4)

(4+3)

(1+3+2)

(6)

(9)

(25)

Viscosity of gas

Tolerance limit

= 0.0097 cp

= 1500

(b) Name the three gas producing companies under Petrobangla. Name the longest gas

pipeline which was commissioned in 1993.

(c) Give five examples of both Drilling and Produced Water wastes.

(d) Describe the methods for disposing Waste.

Contd P/3
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(5)

(3)
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SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

2x2 cycle log-log paper is supplied.

5. (a) Explain how we get gas from reservoirs and liquid (condensate) from gas

reservOlrs.

(b) Define and explain the physical significance of z-factor.

(c) Table Q1-C shows the gas composition from a producing gas field. The reservoir

condition is 3,000 psia and 180°F. The reservoir area is estimated to be about 1000

acres, and average thickness is 20 ft. It is also known that the average porosity of the

reservoir is 15%, and the initial gas saturation is 75%. Determine the following:

(i) Gas specific gravity.

(ii) Z factor at reservoir condition.

(iii) The Gas initially in place (GII(P) in SCF.

Table QI-C

Component Mol. Wt Mol Frac. Pc (psia) TcOR

C-1 16 0.85 667 344

C-2 30 0.11 708 550

C-3 44 0.04 616 666

(d) A 2 ft3 tank contains gas at 1000 psia and 60°F. This tank is connected to another

tank of unknown volume containing the same gas at 14.7 psi a and 60°F. The 2 tanks

are allowed to come to equilibrium at 650 psi a and 60°F. What is the volume of the 2nd

tank? Assume ideal gas behavior.

6. (a) Draw a typical phase diagram (P-T) for hydrocarbon reserVOlr, labeling all

important features.

(b) With a P-T diagram, explain the behavior of a truly dry gas reservoir.

(c) Explain retrograde condensation phenomena with a P-T diagram.

(d) PVT properties from a reservoir gas sample are given in Table Q2-d. Calculate

Pseudo-Pressure at Pm = 1842 psia.

Table Q2-d

(5)

(5)

(3X5)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(10)

(5)

Pws (psia) z Factor )l (cp) \jJ (P)

1,800 0.868 0.0164 2.44E+08

1,842 0.867 0.0165.
Contd P/4
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7. (a) Provide a comparative discussion between Isochronal and Modified Isochronal

tests.

(b) Deliverability test data from a gas well IS shown in Table Q3-b. Answer the

following:

(i) Make sketch of the test showing the rates and pressure response. Also

identify the test type.

(ii) Make a plot of the test on the log-log paper.

(iii) Determine the values of nand C.

(iv) Develop the deliverability equation.

(v) Estimate AOF from the equation and from the plot.

q (MMCFD) t (hr) Pwf(psia)

2.6 6 1800

3.3 6 1720

5 6 1510

6.3 6 1320

6 72 1090

PR = 2000

(c) Suppose the reservoir above has total compressibility of 4.5 xl 0-6 psi-I, porosity is

18%, and average permeability is 200 mD. What is the radius of investigation after 72

hours of testing?

(10)

(5x4)

(5)

8. (a) Dehydration is an essential part of gas processing.

(i) Why do we need dehydration?

(ii) What are the common dehydration methods?

(b) Draw a phase equilibrium diagram for gas water hydrate system, with proper

labeling and explain the diagram.

(c) Formation of hydrates is a potential problem in gas processing and transportation.

(i) What are the common techniques to prevent hydrate formation?

(ii) How far can the pressure be lowered without expecting hydrate formation for

a 0.8 gravity gas if it is initially at 2,000 psia and 140°F.

(d) The potential gas rate from a field is 20 MMSCFD. Just before entering the

dehydration tower, the inlet gas is at 1,000 psi a and 160°F. The maximum water

content in the gas is 6 lb/MMSCF. Neglecting any corrections for gas gravity,

(i) What is the necessary dew point depression?

(ii) How much water must be removed per day?

-------------~--------~------------

(3+2)

(10)

(2x5)

(2x5)
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For Vertical Separator Design
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p~,XJainEquation:
"j.,'

1 '. . ( , 21.25 J
,
r;= 1.14-2log, ,eD + " 0.9 ,
vf NRe

Reynolds Number for Gas flow through pipelines:

Weymouth Equation:

For modified Weymouth Equation use:

f= 0.032
D1/3
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BANGLADESH UNIVERSITY OJ:<ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY, DHAKA

L-4/T -1 B. Sc. Engineering Examinations 2015-2016

Sub: CHE 475 (Biochemical Engineering II)

Full Marks: 210 Time: 3 Hours

USE SEPARATE SCRIPTS FOR EACH SECTION

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) What is the 'washout' condition in a CSTR? Discuss with proper equations. (5)
(b) What are the differences between gasification and pyrolysis? Briefly discuss the major

steps in a gasification process. (3+6=9)
(c) What is DNA ligation? Discuss the blunt end vs. cohesive end approaches with

schematics. Explain codon and reading frame in the context of cloning. (8+4=12)
(d) A cylindrical bioreactor of diameter 3 m has four baffles. A Rushton turbine mounted

in the reactor has a diameter one-third the tank diameter and is operated at a speed of 90

rpm. The density of the fluid is approximately 1 g/cc. The reactor is used to culture an

anaerobic organism that does not require gas sparging. The broth can be assumed

Newtonian. As the cells grow; the viscosity of the broth increases. Compare the power

requirement when the viscosities are 1 cp and 100 cpo (9)

2. (a) What are the major sources of contamination in a bioprocess plant? Draw a process

flow diagram of the inoculation process of a fermenter. List the sequence of valve control

to sterilize and inoculate the fermenter for operation. (4+4+8= 16)
(b) What are the four steps in cellular signaling process? Discuss the merits and demerits

of traditional approaches and live cell microscopy in qualification of signaling. (4+8=12)
(c) What is fluorescent microscopy? Draw a schematic showing the path of fluorescent

light during microscopy. (7)

3. (a) What is critical dissolved oxygen concentration? Briefly discuss the differences

between OTR and OUR. (3+5=8)
(b) A genetically-engineered strain of yeast is cultured in a bioreactor at 30°C for

production of heterologous protein. The oxygen requirement is 80 mmol I-I h-1; the critical

oxygen concentration is 0.004 mM. The solubility of oxygen in the fermentation broth is

estimated to be 10% lower than in water due to solute effects. What is the minimum

aeration capacity necessary to sustain this culture if the reactor is sparged with air at

approximately 1 atm pressure? Solubility of oxygen in water under 1 atm air pressure is

8.05 x 10-3 kg/m3• (9)
(c) Write short notes on the followings:

(i) Bioethanol production

(ii) PCR reaction

(iii) Restriction Endonucleases
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4. (a) Briefly describe the working principle and salient features of airlift reactor.

(b) Design two 9-nucleotide long primers for the underlined region of the following DNA

sequence and write down in proper sequence. What are the amino acids to be expected

(8)

from the cloned DNA.

GCTTCGATAATGCCCGGGAAATTTGAAGCCTAATATGCCCGC

(5+3=8)

(c) A strain of Escherichia coli has been genetically engineered to produce human protein.

A batch ~ulture is started by inoculating 12 g cells into a 100 litre bubble-column

fermenter containing 10 gL'1 glucose. The maximum specific growth rate of the culture is

0.9 h'l; the biomass yield from glucose is 0.575 g g'). (4+6=10)
(i) Estimate the time required to reach stationary phase.

(ii) What will be the final cell density if the fermentation is stopped after only 70%

of the substrate is consumed?

(d) Classify the imaging approaches used in life science'. Briefly describe phase contrast

and DIC microscopy techniques.

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE

(3+3+3=9).

5. (a) What are some of the detection elements or probes used to design biosensors? Give one

example of how you would immobilize anyone of the probes you mentioned. (10)
(b) Describe in detail one example of each of the following

(i) an acoustic biosensing teclmique (12)
(ii) an electric biosensing technique

(iii) an optical biosensing teelmique

(c) What do you understand by thermal transduction and why is it not too commonly used

to develop biosensors? (5)
(d) A chromatographic analysis for the chlorinated pesticide Dieldrin gives a peak with a

retention time of 8.68 min and a baseline width of 0.29 min. What is the number of

theoretical plates? Given that the column is 2.0 m long, what is the height of a theoretical

plate in mm? (8)

6. (a) What are the classes of biosensors? Describe with the aid of a diagram the components

of a biosensors. (10)
(b) How are the processes of precipitation and crystallization similar to each other? How

are they different? Mention an example for each process. (8)
(c) Leucine dehydrogenase is recovered from a homogenate of disrupted Bacillus cereus

cells using an aqueous two-phase polyethylene glycol-salt system. 150 litres of

homogenate initially contained 3.2g mr! of the enzyme; a polyethylene glycol-salt mixture

is added and two phases form. The enzyme partition coefficient is 3.5. (3+6+8=17)
Contd P/3
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(i) Which phase does the solute favor? Is the partition coefficient sufficient for

extraction? Why or why not?
(ii) What volume ratio of upper and lower phases must be chosen to achieve 80%

recovery of enzyme in a single extraction step?

(iii) Given that at 80% recovery, the concentration of product in the lower phase is

found to be 955 g L~l,find the partitioning coefficient appropriate for this

extraction process.

(12)

(10)

7. (a) What is considered to be a good separation factor for a chromatographic separation?

Show diagrammatically and mention appropriate formulae to show why, even a good

separation factor may not be enough to achieve good results.

(b) Describe how a gel permeation chromatographic column works.

(c) The partially filled purification table below describes a method of a series of

chromatographic operations to isolate a native protein from canine pancreatic microsomes.

Copy and complete the purification table. (2+ 1+ 10=13)
(i) Mention units of specific activity, recovery and relative purification when

completing the table (not given in table)

(ii) What are the columns that have been used for purification? Classify them as IEC

(specify anion/cation exchange), affinity, HIC, HAPC or GPc.

(iii) What are the recoveries and relative purification values at each step? On the

basis of these results comment on the importance of chromatographic columns for

downstream processing.

Sample Activity Protein Specific Recovery Relative
(U) (mg) activity Purification

Microsome extract 400,000 655

Sephadex G-50 Medium 400,000 279

DEAE-Sephadex 246,750 92

QAE- Sephadex 156,000 37

SP- Sephadex 79,926 21.2

Octyl Sepharose 46,539 3.56

Hydroxylapatite column 36,188 1.58

Protein A Sepharose 8,773 0.34

8. (a) Describe using a flow diagram the various steps that are involved from the discovery of

a drug to the point where the drug reaches the customer.

(b) What are the different phases of a clinical trial?

(c) Describe in detail any THREE considerations when designing a clean room In a

bioprocessing facility.

(d) Define the following: cGMP, Parenteral Drug, Inclusion criteria.

(12)

(8)

(9)
(6)
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SECTION-A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1. (a) Consider two concentric porous spherical shells of radii kR and R, as shown in Fig.

for Q.1. The inner surface of the outer shell is at temperature T I and the outer surface

of the inner shell is at lower temperature Tk. Dry air at Tk is blown outward radially

from the inner shell into the intervening space and then through the outer shell.

Develop an expression for the temperature distribution T(r) in the space between the

shells. Hence derive an expression for the required heat removal from the inner shell of

the sphere. How can you develop the expression for effectiveness of transpiration

cooling for the system? (23+8+4=35)

2. (a) Show that:

(i) JA = NA - WA (NA + M B NB)
MA

(") d MAMBdXA
11 WA-( )2XAMA +XBMB

(b) Consider the system as shown in Fig. for Q.2(b) where gas A dissolves in liquid B

and diffuses into the liquid phase. As it diffuses, A also undergoes an irreversible first

order chemical reaction: A + B ~ AB. Determine an expression for molar flux A at

plane Z = o.
..'

(4x2=8)

(27)

3. (a) Equation of energy in terms of fluid temperature T is given by

pCv DT = (V.q)- T( 8p) (V.u)- (r :Vu)
Dt aT v

Write simplified expression of the above equation for: (15)
(i) An ideal gas

(ii) A fluid at constant pressure

(iii) A fluid with p independent of T

All symbols have their usual meanings in the equation.

(b) Heat is flowing through an annular wall of inside radius ro and outside radius rl.

The thermal conductivity varies linearly with Temperature from Ko at To to KI at TI.

Develop an expression for heat flow through the wall at r = rooAnswer with a neat

sketch. (20)
Contd P12
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4. (a) Consider a system where hot fluid is flowing in a pipe with cooled walls with Re ~

2.1 x 103. Give a neat sketch of the system by showing different zones. Discuss the

system briefly. (12)
(b) Consider a catalytic reactor as shown in Fig. for Q. 4(b) III which the

polymerization reaction nA ~ An occurs instantaneously.

(i) Find out the expression for concentration profile by shell mass balance. (17)

(ii) Obtain the expression for molar flux through the film. (6)

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE

5. (a) What is the science of "rheology"? Give definitions of rheopectic, thixotropic and

visco-elastic fluid. (8)
(b) What is Hagen-Poiseuille law and why is it important? Show that it IS

dimensionally constant.

(c) Explain Reynolds Analogy and Colburn Analogy.

6. (a) An experiment is carried on gas absorption in which a viscous fluid flows upward

through a small circular tube and then downward on the outside as shown in figure for

(7)

(20)

question 6(a). Take a shell of thickness M in the film and deduce the following-

(i) Velocity distribution in the film

(ii) Volumetric flow rate in the film

(b) What is the range of applicability of Stokes's law?

(18+12=30)

(5)

7. (a) Give the physical significance of the following terms in the equation of motion in

cylindrical co-ordinates. (4)

(i) pva2/r

(ii) pvavr/r

(b) A Stormer viscometer consists essentially of two concentric cylinders, the inner of

which rotates while the outer is held stationary. Viscosity is determined by measuring

the rate of rotation of the inner cylinder under the application of a known torque. (25)
Develop an expression for the velocity distribution for such system where velocity is a

function of applied torque. Assume the fluid is Newtonian and the flow is laminar.

(c) Consider the figure for question 7(c) and indicate the following shears. Attach the

page at the end of your answer script. (6)
Contd P/3
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(i) 'txy

(ii) -'txz

(iii) -'tyx

(iv) 'tyz

(v) 'tzx

(vi) -'tzy

8. (a) Define viscous sublayer, buffer zone and region of fully developed turbulence in

context of turbulent flow in tubes. Draw a velocity profile and show the above

mentioned regions. (7)
(b) A fluid with viscosity 18.3 cP and density 1.32 g cm-3 is flowing in a horizontal

tube of radius 0.24 in. Calculate the pressure gradient for which the flow will become

turbulent. (18)
(c) For turbulent flow in smooth circular tubes the following equation can be used-

v ( r)X_x_= I--
V mo., Rz,

Re ~ 4 X 103
, n = 6

Re ~ 1.1 xI 05, n = 7

Re ~ 3.2 xl06, n = 10

Show that the ratio of average to maximum velocity is-

v 2n2z _

V nmx - (n+lX2n+l)z, .

(10)
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Equation of Continuity

cap/ at + (V . pv) = OJ
Carfesian coordinates (x, y, z);

rip . a' d rJ- + ,-- (pv ) + -- (pv ) + - (pv ) = 0at ilx ~ riy II dZ l

Cylindrical coordinates (r, fJ, z):

ap + 1..£.. . 1L i!... _at r at' (pro,) + r {70 (pVlj) + dZ (pv,) - a
Spherical coordinates (r,8, q,):

~ft+ .~: (p';v,) + _-;l-o ~n- (PVo siJ1 8) + ~ 0 ~ (pU/J» :: 0
u. I (lr r Sin (;'0 r 5 iJ ..

• When the fluid is assumed (0 ha ve <:ollstant mass density p, the eCluation simplUies to (V •v) .;;;0,

(BA-1)

(6.4-3)

_ ... "'. __ ...~,,- _.- ---..- -- ..- - ...__ .." •.._- ","' .._-- --~

TABLE 3.4-<>

COMPONENTS OF THE STRESS.TENSOR ,.FORNEWTONIANFWIDS

. IN CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES (r. e.z)

[
or; ,'. OVr].

or •• = ~r: =-/1- a;: + a;
1a JOVe. oU',

(yo • v) = - - (rOr) + - -+ _.r or rae a~

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

(E)

(F)

(G)



TABLE 3,4-3

THE EQUATioN OF MOTION IN CYLINDRICAL ,COORDINATES (r, e,z)
TABLE ].4-2

THE EQUATION OF MOTION IN, RECTANGULAR COORDINATES (x, y, z)

(B)

(A)

ee)

'.;:.

(E)

(D)

(F)

+Pg"

+Pgl/

+ Pg:

ap
ax

iJp

oz

(
' a.,.,,: + a.,.., + a.,..,,)
- --ax, ay oz

au,,)' CO+ v .. - = - -!.-• az ay

(
."a1'rv 01'''11 01':1/)-+-+-, ax ~y az

au. avo) op
+ Vv ay' + v= az' = - az

(
a2u iJ2v; a2u )

+ tJ- ax2', + Oy2- + az2' + Pg.

(
au"" au", au" au,,)

p - .,.. u,,-;-- + u"-a + v_...,- =
at' oX Y - oZ

(
' a.,. xx a'T yx OT n:)\__ + __ ...1- __
, ox oy' az

(
' JU'I, au", au"

p at T u"'a; TV" ay

(
au: au, au,,' OV:')

P at + V% a;; + u'J ay -:-'u, oz,

(' au" oVy, aV'1 avv) ap
p - + v -.,.. v - + u_- = --... at x ax v au - az, ay

(
' o:!v:,t a-zv..., az.vv \)

+ i-' ox2 + 0,,2 + OZ2 + Pg v, . ,

(
' au, OUr

P at + u"h

x-component

!i-compOnenf

z-componenl

',':j'

y-component

,,-component

In terms of 't':

In terms of velocity gradients for a Newtonian fluid with :~onstant p ~nd ,Ll:
.•..:.- -. -',' ~ ,- --~.. " .

(
' av" au" au" iJV,,) "";;.0'

x-comoonent p - + u .;...;. + u. -.- + u .-.- = --::-, 'at % ox . 'J oy • oz ox

(
' a~uz a2ux: 02vx)

+ p. ax2 + ay~ + a:2 + Pg"

un

(D)

(C)

(E)

(B)

(A)

-1- p'a:.•.•.S;....--=;.

or
op

(

' ikr, Ol'r t'b Ol'r l;h
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(
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rhe Equation. 01 Motion for Noni.othermal Flow

1 o'tT] {( aV,)2+--- +2u -rl sin2(j 04>2 . ar

. ( a~.:z cr: ,)2 ,(,at,• av,)'t}
+ ,at: + ax, + az: + ay

(a
vz OV,)2 [1 av, ,a (VB)JI}+ -+- + --+r--ar oz r ae ar r

\1
..--D
i\

\.
'\'.'\~/}'\

\

(A)

(B)

Recrangular coordinates:

(DT aT DT DT) [D9.. D'ill o9rJpC. - + Vr- + V.- + t', _ =' __ + + _
Dr ax D.I{ oz: Ox DY OZ

( OP) (ih'" . 01'" DO ") {Ct'" at,,, ov:t
-T aT p,ax T"iY+a; -"ti or +'T1')' iJy +T"hJ

_ (" (' av", -I- avy) ( ou.. OVt) T ( oClI OV,)}l r. ay . ar + Tzz . ax + a.. +.:. D" + cy.

Cylindrical coordinates:

(
iJT oT Vo aT DD' P a I aqe' oql]pC - + lJ - + - - + v - = - L- - (rq ) + - - +-"01 • ar r ao I, DZ r 'Dr r 'r ae oz

( ap) (I a ' 1 avo av,) {Ol"r I ('at'll )~T - - -frv) + - - + - - T - +" __ + l'aT r ar. r r c8 h rr or 00 roO '
p. . :

el'r} { lr a (.Ve) 1 aVr] . (ik z CUr)'+ Tn a; - Tre ra;. '7 '+;: Of) + Tn a;: + oz

'T (~av: OVo)}+ 0, r ao + az

The Equations of Change for Nonisothermal Systems

. Spherical coordinates:

- (aT aT t'o aT v. aT) [1 a
pC" at + v, a;: + '7 af) + r sin 8 a<j> = - ;2 or (r1q,)

1 O. 1 itq~J (ap) (1 iJ 1+ r sin 0 a8 (qo sm 0) + r sin 0 a4> - T aT p ;2 cr (r ur)

,1. 0". I OU9)' {co. (1 iJoe V,)+;:srne ae (va SIO e) +rsin e ar - Trr a;: +"00 ~,~ +;-

( 1 01
'. V, ~IO cot 6)} ,{ (CVo 1 oVr VIJ)+ T -.- - + - + _ T, _ + _

.<1- r sin 8 a4> r rOar r of) r

(a
v., 1 av, v.) (I au. 1 aVe cote )}+,.-+----- +T --+------v

'<1- itr r sin 11a~ r ~ r il6 r sin (J a<j> r.

(C)

TABLE 10.2-2
THE EQUATION OF ENERGY IN TERMS OF ENERGY AND MOMENTUM FLUXES

(Eq. 10.1-'9)

(C)

(Ii)

(A)

1 CST at~+-- +-rl otJl~.a%:

= k[~ ~(r2 aT)
rl ar or

1 a ( aT)+ ~6 ae 'sin 8 a8r sm , I

(
"I aUe Vr,)'2 ( 1 CV. V, VB cot 6)2}+ --+- + ---+-+--r 00 r r sin 8 at/>' r r

{[ a ('Ve) I aV'JI [ I aVr a (v.)]t+,u r- - +-- + -.--'-+r--ar J r ao r SIO 8 ~ ,cr r

., '[(OV,)I [1(OVe ' )'J2 (Cv,)I}+ -+' - + - - + v, '+ -ar r oil ,az
, '

Spherical coordinates:

,,(aT ,aT, VII aT v. aT)
pCp,~ + v,~ + '7i18 + rsin8 ar/>

Cylindrical coordinates:

. (aT aT' vlJ aT aT)' [1 a ( aT)pCp - + v,- + - - + li. - = k - - r-,or or r all az r ar ar

{(
aVIJ 1 a,vl)t+,u - +--az r cO

Rectangular coordinates:

(
aT aT, aT OT) [OIT aZT alT]

pCp at + v" a; + v~ oy + Vz cz = k a:c2 + ~ + az2 .

(~Iar:,,')2 (' ov.")S ('OVI),Sl {( ou" ' av,,)' t+21' - + - + -/+1' -+-t ox ay" . c. ay ax

TABLE 10.2-3

THE EQUATION OF ENERGY IN TERMS OF THE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES

(for Newt()1/fan fluids of constant p and k)
(Eq. 10.1:-25 with viscous dissipation terms included)

Note: The terms containedin braces { } are associated with viscous dissipation.
and may usually be neglected, e)(cept for systems. with large velocity gradients.
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SECTION -A
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

1.

2.

(a) Write down the general mathematical formulation of an optimization problem.

(b) Derive the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality of an unconstrained

function. (Hint: Use Taylor's series expansion]

(c) Find the size (diameter and height) of the largest right circular cylinder that canbe

inscribed inside a sphere of radius R.

(d) Minimize f(x) = (x-25)3; -500 ~ x ~ 100. Use scanning and bracketing procedure

with acceleration and deceleration.

(a) (i)What is a convex region? How is it useful in optimization?

(ii) How can you determine that a set of constraints will form a convex region?

(iii) Does the following set of constraints form a convex region?

g]~J=-(x; +x;)+9 ~ 0
g 2 ~x)= -x] - X 2 + 1~ 0

(b) A fertilizer company mixes three different types of chemicals in their Premium

blend which sells for $ 1.00 per pound. Their less expensive blend (Regular) cells for $

0.8 per pound and contains only two types of chemicals. The mixing formula is shown

The remainder of each bled is inert filler material which comes from a nearby pit mine

at a cost of $ 0.10 per~pound. An unlimited supply of filler is available. The cost per

pound of type-A, type-B, type-C chemicals is $ 0.30, $ 0.25, and $ 0.21, respectively.

Leftover chemicals can be used again.

(i) Formulate the optimization problem

(ii) Write the optimization problem in standard linear programming form.

(iii) Solve the LP problem using simplex method.

Contd P/2
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(C) Minimize f = 3Xl + 5X2
Subject to

Xl + 3X2 ~ 10

2Xl - X2 ~ 4

-Xl + 4X2 ~-2

-Xl - X2 ~ 20

Xl, X2~0

Formulate the dual problem and solve it.

3. (a)

,7 101' lOT" .... ,

=~-£T-~~.t~-_-_~==2==:;-5-T~==~-=~:~_:='=]
l

. I
"._"."'_ ' "'---'--"'.""-.- ------ - _ .. __ ._.- .-- .__ . .,..- - - ----- - - ~._ _-_ 1

(10)

There are seven members in the above plane truss.

(i) Write the model of the system. (8)

(ii) Solve the resulting model to determine the stress in each of the members. (7)
(b) A long hollow cylinder is made from a radio-active material. The inside and outside

diameters are Rj and Ro respectively. The radio-active material produces heat at a rate

of oc per unit volume irrespective of position and temperature. The inside and outside

.surfaces are maintained at Tj and To respectively.

(i) Use shell-balance technique to find the temperature distribution within the

material. (14)

(ii) Find the heat transfer rates from the inside and outside surfaces. (6)

4. (a) One method of optimizing a multivariate constrained optimization problem subject

to only equality constraints is to solve the equality constraint for one variable and

substitute it into the objective function and finally solve the problem as an

unconstrained optimization problem. Illustrate this concept by solving: (10)

Minimize f(x) = 4 x~+ 5 x~

Subject to 2xI + 3X2 = 6
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c Subject to Xl+X2= 0

Use the Lagrange multiplier technique. Calculate optimum values of Xl, X2,w and f.

(ii) Using sensitivity analysis, determine the increase in fpt when the constraint is

changed to Xl +X2= 0.01

SECTION-B
There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE questions.

5. (a) Write a short account on the importance of mathematical modeling in science and

engineering with particular references to chemical engineering.

(b) Classify the different types of mathematical models. Write few words to make the

classification more understandable.

(c) Describe the key steps that are normally followed in formulating the mathematical

model of a physical system.

6. (a) N number of y Vs. X data sets are obtained from an experiment. A straight line of

the form y = a + bx is to be fitted to the data sets. Show that the least-square estimate of

a and b are given by:

(12)

(13)

(8)

(12)

(15)

(18)

2 - --
a = x .y-x.xY. b = XY-X.y

x2_(xY' x2_(xY
Show that the point (x, y) is on the least-square line.

(b) A new solvent for nitrogen gas has been developed. Experimental solubility data at

30°C are given below: (17)

Pressure, pisa X 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400

wt. fraction ofN2 in
y 0.1386 0.2414 0.3338 0.4202 0.5024 0.5813 0.6576

saturated solution

It is suggested that an equation of type y = exx13will fit the data. Find exand P by using

least-square method (you have to calculate numerical values of exand p without using a

computer or programmable calculator).
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7. (a) In many cases the model development becomes an iterative procedure- Explain and

elaborate on this statement.

(b) In a gas absorption experiment a viscous fluid flows upward through a small

circular tube and then downward in laminar flow on the outside. Set up a momentum

balance over a shell of thickness M in the film. Note that the "momentum in" and

"momentum out" arrows are always taken in the positive coordinate direction, even

though in this problem the momentum is flowing through the cylindrical surfaces in the

negative r direction ------ --~- ._- ----_.

(i) Show that the velocity distribution in the film (neglecting end effects) is

pgR 2 [ ( r )2 2 (r)]v z = ~ 1- R + 2a In R

Where the symbols have their usual meanings.

(ii) Obtain an expression for the.mass rate of flow in the film.

(7)

(18)

(10)

8. (a) Bacteria are placed in a nutrient solution at time t = 0 and allowed to multiply. Food

is plentiful but space is limited, so ultimately the bacteria population will stabilize at a

constant level M. The growth rate of bacteria is jointly proportional to both the number

of bacteria present and the difference between M and the current population. Derive the

mathematical model showing bacteria population at any time. (12)
(b) E. coli bacteria is to be cultured in a fermenter of 5-litre volume in environmental

laboratory of Chemical Engineering Department. Initially 109 of E. coli with sufficient

nutrient is taken in the fermenter. As the space is limited within the fermenter, the

maximum amount of the population will be 1000 g. Determine the amount of bacteria

present in the fermenter after 24 hrs from the start up. (8)
(Growth rate constant = 0.02 hr°1gol)

(c) A IO-kg mass attached to a spring stretches it 0.7 m from its natural length. The

mass is started in motion from the equilibrium position with an initial velocity of 1m/s

in the upward direction. The force due to air resistance is: -90 x N.

(i) Derive a differential equation governing the subsequent motion of the spring. (5)

(ii) Solve the differential equation to find subsequent motion. (10)
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SECTION-A

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE.

Q.1 is compulsory. Answer two more from the rest.

1.(COMPULSORY)

(a) Considering a three-phase simple reactive system, derive a general expression to

represent global or overall reaction rate. Show also all possible limiting cases of the

derived general rate expression. /

(b) Discuss briefly the basic assumption involved in the derivation of a rate expression

from a proposed reaction mechanism.

(c) "Kinetic systems when investigated in detail display an anarchistic tendency to

become unique laws unto themselves"- explain.

(d) At what condition and why apparent pseudo rate constant is applied?

(e) Show graphically all types of adsorption-isotherms taught in your class.

(f) In the context of characterizing heterogeneous catalysts, state-the use of-

(i) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

(ii) Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

(iii) Temperature-Programmed Reduction (TPR)

(14)

(8)

(6)
(6)

(5)

(3x2=6)

2. (a) Demonstrate the most appropriate method to study the kinetics of a reactive system

where all the initial conditions are unknown. (10)
(b) For an overall reaction, CO + Ch ~ COCh, the following two mechanisms are

~~~ ~~

Mechanism-1 : Mechanism-2:

Ch~ 2Cl; Equilibrium const. k1 Ch P 2Cl; Equilibrium const. k1

Cl + CO ~ COC!; Equilibrium const. k2 CI + Ch ~ Ch; Equilibrium const. k2

COCI + Ch kJ ) COCh +CI Ch+CO kJ ) COCh + Cl

CI+COCh k4 ) caCl + Cl2 CI+COCh k4 ) Ch + CO

Which mechanism is correct or preferred?

3. (a)A+B ~C
94%

(b) A + B

A and B are initially present in an equal amount (Ao = Bo).

Contd P/2
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Available concentration data are as follows:
Time, t (ksec) A (kmoles/m.i)

0.0 0.181

16.2 0.141

21.6 0.131

32.4 0.119

37.8 0.111

86.4 0.0683

99.0 0.0644

108.0 0.0603

Determine the values of reaction rate constants, k1 and k2.

(b) A ~ 2B k2) C

Show graphically the concentration profiles of A and B for the senes reaction

presented above when-

(i) k2= 0.5 k1 and Bo = 0.5 Ao

(ii) k2= 2 k1 and Bo = 0.5 Ao

(c) Write a note on "Competitive-Consecutive Second-Order Complex Reaction."

4. (a) According to Hougen-Watson, what would be the rate expression for following

cases:

(8)

(5)

(3x4=12)
(i) Irreversible unimolecular reaction

A~R

(ii) Irreversible bimolecular reactions between species adsorbed on different

types of sites.

A (Type 1 site) + B (Type 2 site) ~ Products

(iii) Irreversible bimolecular reactions between an adsorbed species and a fluid

phase molecule.

A+B (g) ~ R+ S

(b) Describe the methodology to determine specific surface area of solid catalysts on

the deasis of BET isotherm. (12)
(c) With the help of an appropriate diagram, explain briefly the dependence of

adsorption on temperature.

SECTION-B

There are FOUR questions in this section. Answer any THREE

5. (a) What factors would someone need to consider while making a decision to select a

batch-or continuous-processing mode tor a patticular reaction?

Contd P13
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(b) The adiabatic exothermic irreversible gas-phase reaction:

2A+B ~2C

is to be carried out in a flow rector for an equimolar feed of A and B. Levenspiel plot

for this reaction is shown in Figure: (5x5=25)

(i) What PFR volume is necessary to achieve 50% conversion?

(ii) What CSTR volume is necessary to achieve 50% conversion?

(iii) What is the volume of a second CSTR added in series to the first CSTR (part ii)

necessary to achieve an overall conversion of 80%?

(iv) What PFR volume must be added to the first CSTR (part ii) to raise the conversion

to 80%?

(v) Critique the shape of the levelspiel plot and the answers to this problem (part i- iv).

(12)6. (a) Given the two reactions

A+B~R; -r1 =k1CACB

R+B~S; -r2 =k2CRCB

Where R is the desired product and is to be maximized. Rate the four schemes shown

in figure-either "good" or "not so good". Calculations are not required, just reason it

out.

Repeat the same problem with -r2 = k2C~CB'

(b) Analyze the graph shown in the Figure that compares the performance of single

CSTR and plug flow reactors for nth-order reactions. List your observations from the

plot. Explain your answers. (12)
(c) What are the assumptions you would consider for an ideal plug flow reactor? Do

you think these assumptions are valid in real situation? Explain your answer. (11)

7. The elementary gas-phase reaction

(CH3)3 COOC(CH3)3 ~C2 H6 + 2CH3 CaCH3

is carried out isothermally in a flow reactor with no pressure drop. The specific

reaction rate at 50°C is 104 min-land the activation energy is 85 kJ/mol. Pure di-tert-

butyl peroxide enters the reactor at 10 atm and 127°C and a molar flow rate of 2.5

mol/min. Calculate the reactor volume and space time to achieve 90% conversion in

(a) a PFR

(b) a CSTR

(c) If the reaction is to be carried out isothermally at 127°C and initial pressure of 10

atm is a constant-volume batch mode with 90% conversion, what reactor size would

be required to process 3600 mol of di,tert-butyl peroxide per day?

Contd P/4
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8. (a) Schematically show the reactant concentration profiles in the bulk fluid boundary

layer and inside the catalyst pore, when (12)
(i) external max transfer limits the rate

(ii) pore diffusion limits the rate

(iii) both external and pore diffusion effects are present

(iv) mass transfer has no influence on rate.

(b) Write short note on one-dimensional or two dimensional pseudo homogeneous

models. (10)
(c) What are the disadvantages of a fixed-bed reactor? Which one do you think can

cause a significant problem during operation? As a reaction engineer how would you

deal with this issue (either by modification of the fixed-bed configuration or by using

another type of reactor)? (5+2+6)

-.~--
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Numerical A
Techniques

Lake Michigan-unsalted and shark free.

A.1 Useful Integrals in Reactor Design

Also see www.integrals.com.

Ix dx 1--=In--
o I-x I-x

J
x dx =_x_
i) (1- x)2 I-x

x d II _x_ = - In (I + ex)
I+ex e .o

J x (1 + ex )dx = (I + e) In _._1_ - ex
o I-x I-x

. JX(I+eX)dx=(I+e)X -eln-I-
.0 (I-x)2 I-x I-x

J
x (1 + ex)2dx = 2e( 1+ e)I11(1- x) + e2x + (I + elx
o (1 - x)2. . 1- x

897

(A-I)

(A-2)

(A-3)

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A-6)

(A-7)

http://www.integrals.com.
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Formula sheet for CHE401

dX
NAO -= -rA V

dt

dX
FAO-=-rAdV

- F dX ,AO-=-rAdW

deb
0=-+ ----1a a a

dP 0= -G (1-4>1[150(1-4»1k+1.75G1Po ~ FT
dz Po9cOp 4>3) Op J P To Fro

- ~o = G (1- 4>.)[150(1- 4»1k+ 1.75G]
PoQcDp 4>3 Dp

dy = -~(1+ eX)
dW 2y
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